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Junior Cycle Wellbeing

1. Why is Wellbeing part of the Junior Cycle Framework?

2. Wellbeing and The Junior Cycle Curriculum.



The state of 
feeling healthy 
and happy







Junior Cycle Wellbeing Guidelines 2021 (P.13)



The World Health Organisation (WHO) defined health in 
its broader sense in its 1948 constitution as "a state of 

complete physical, mental, and social well-being and not 
merely the absence of disease or infirmity."



(Hickie, 2004; Kessler et al, 2005; Kim-Cohen et al, 2003). 



Junior Cycle Wellbeing Guidelines 2021 (P.20)



Civic, Social and Political Education (CSPE)

Physical Education (PE) 

Social, Personal and Health Education (SPHE)  
(DES & NCCA, 2017).



       What would you like to do in a Wellbeing class?

● Yoga class
● Dance class
● No desks use cushions 
● Open flow to discuss problems 
● Kahoot! 
● Group work
● Oral presentations
● Have fun
● Relax/meditation 
● Video clips
● Go outside 
● Sport 

● Be creative 
● Swimming
● Walks 
● Art - coloring 
● Music 
● Acting 
● Talent show 
● Pick up rubbish 
● Study class 
● Activities to get to know each other 
● Be active 



Wellbeing Modules 2021-2022
Currently students are doing modules on rotational basis:

First Year

Google Workspace 
Apps - PicCollage, Book Creator, 

Kahoot 
Internet safety

Computing Basics and iMovie
Oral Presentations

Second Year

Nutrition
Mental and Physical Wellbeing - 

Meditation & Dance lessons
Sleep, Nutrition & Self-talk - Yoga
Essential Wellbeing - Classroom 
Guidance.ie - Values, Multiple 

Intelligence, Resilience, Growth 
Mindset 



 

Wellbeing is comprised of many interrelated aspects. The six indicators describe what 
is important for young people’s wellbeing. These indicators are not seen as goals or 

targets to be reached. The journey towards wellbeing is never complete and will always 
involve ups and downs. Often it is through dealing with obstacles and setbacks that 

people grow. 
Indicators can 
identify 
where support
is needed.



A newspaper advert in the January 12, 1919 edition of The Sunday Oregonian appeals to readers "civic patriotism" to encourage wearing 
masks in combating the 1918 flu. (University of Oregon)



Credit: Wikimedia Commons 1918



St. Charles Chronicle Headline announcing the end of preventative quarantine measures in August of 1918.





Wellbeing is a whole school endeavour



“Well-being does not mean the absence of stress or 
negative emotions in life or the absence of mental health 

difficulties”

“A sense of well-being can vary from time to time” 

education.ie



Thank you


